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Paul Hutchinson                                    Pictures and Words









nothing to say but what you looking at
gimme that 

rough and fast, cutting laughs, take a pass 
only last
one more minute till I’m with them till I’m in it 
till there’s nothing more to it, fools do it, hoods 
run through it, ever foolish, dodging puddles, 
feeling useless, dreamt too quick, standing 
with the sick, standing with the phone, waving 
goodbye to your broken home











much talk little meaning

where you at man? been here two hours now. you text, say you’ll be here in a bit. no one 
shows up. go wait there, I’ll pop by in a minute. no one shows up. nothing to do so we 
wait around, hang around. waiting for gear. phone in my face, waiting to pick up. where 
you at man, no one shows up. 

you say, I’ll pop by in a minute. we wait around, hang around. mid-winter, way too cold. 
those other kids standing there keep watching. looking heavy but seem calm. clenching 
fists and hazy fog. there’s much talk, little meaning. you call, whisper, you’ll be here in a bit. 
they ask what you said. no one shows up. clenching fists and hazy fog. 

where you at man?

there’s more of them now. we’re all sick, standing around. mid-winter, way too cold. I have 
a smoke. things turn loud. looking heavy but seem calm. clenching fists flying through fog. 
I call you. no one picks up. been two hours now. one of them says you’ll be here soon.
they’re waiting and we’re waiting too. nothing happening, nothing to do. 

city boys and backdoor rats 

everyone goes good on you mate you’re from here mate

good on me mate that everyone’s here mate 







while you keep on smiling at the wankers





city boys and backdoor rats II 

sure but what you trying to say

just saying that line right there is mine 

sure but what you trying to say

climbed, drowned, and grew tall
thought he’d seen it all
but all these people he’s been meeting
feel like nothing to believe in

excuse me what

was your name 
seems like you can’t get enough of your fame 
with the better the more, the lesser the worse 
what’s it worth? 

been thinking
highbrow or nothing babes 
if that’s all you do
I’d rather stick to the fools









anyone still awake 

there’s people waiting on the bus
twenty-nine past six
time’s moving fast, nothing’s fixed

heading home late 
thinking 
is anyone still awake
thinking 
wanna speak talk hear it’s not too late
seeing
three labourers who didn’t have what it takes 

wake up dear little cushioned kids
pillowed rich, fine talkers with all your wits 
get a grip

blue-collar hands turning into white shirt minds
the pace of our time 
no way to rise
am walking off, doesn’t feel right 







ghosts

middle of the night, you’re neither here nor there. roam 
among the barren streets and train stations, back and 
forth, back and forth, like ghosts. back alleys, right there 
where no one looks, no one sees. 
one stumbles over the other, off their faces. nine in the 
morning, nine in the evening, doesn’t matter. thinking, 
there’s a reason why you are the way you are, why we 
are the way we are. you and us. us and you. yous. 
but it’s not as easy to touch, turn, change, learn. and 
no one talks about it. you just fall over like a bunch 
of hollow trees in a forest. while grey windows keep 
watching, we’re the only ones who really see it, 
middle of the night. 































a city in summer 

I see the kids dancing on the bridges 
see those glittering wishes
see the seven towers I have to get up on 
see the summer rains, the summer clouds, I see the summer storm 

I see the lights of the cornershop grow dark  
see the days lasting, while the nights start to pass 
I catch your two little brothers smoke
have a laugh in that secret place they go 

I see a face I haven’t seen before on some morning
enjoy the view, there’s no more longing 
look around bare blankets and silent tiptoes 
the puzzled gaze when things start to grow 

I see a hundred empty conversations I make
my tracky bottoms and the hair on your neck 
see that I had my eyes closed far too long 
see that it’s good now that you’ve gone 

I see seventeen stars shimmering above die-hard kleistpark 
for each lost year there’s one to have  
see that I suddenly feel at ease
with all the calm as I watch her read 

I see three dealers at the station cry out 
see the hidden grins, back off my skin 
see threehundredfourtythree empty phrases
and you trying to gather some more empty praises

see that I think come on mate enough of this
totally fine to have a simple wish

fine if daddy buys you a flat or two
take the chance and see it through

bring some affection and happiness to town 
the sweet smell of families, burnt toast and all it evokes 

but mate don’t go on bragging about the dirt of the streets
the long winters, the violent kids, and all those hustlers 
I’m out

I see a city in summer but I don’t see you
see myself but I can’t move





the harmony of petty crime 

sneaking away appearing useless, clueless
there’s still a little magic to it
the tones and basses that wire the space behind your forehead
are not fully gone yet

like that black-eyed kid who always had his way with words 
hands like the devil, speed of light, speed of the night
scare fright of the till type  

or that huge guy called tiny 
he’s the one that black-eyed me 
kind fellow but built of bricks 
known by the local sissies and pricks 
they’d get him to punch for them  
better stop giving him the odd eye then 
toughen up with your fake fists just a little 
no sweat mate, I know this ain’t coming from you now 
is it?

the glitter of stolen plastic bottles in your handbag
was the start 





one day

I’ll have two smokes in three minutes, go three four times with them, 
seven things that I want from this life, want to work them out, want 
them right, because four of my mates I had to leave behind, can’t 
see them anymore, there’s no more time. have to be told ten times 
they’re here again before I get it, ten more voices that eventually will 
do my head in, each day, a hundred times I don’t want this for myself, 
each day a hundred times I can’t be nobody else, each day a hundred 
times that I want to be free, no more struggling, no more pretending, 
one day this may be.

so get out of the club now 
put your phone down 
no need to have it on

stay here with me 
no need to leave
this is where we should be

see that piece of happiness on yorckstrasse 
let’s pick it up, two for one, almost for free

see that empty sky behind the estate
let’s head over there, have a look, you and me 



















safyah

safyah sister friend brother
one soul one bond one summer 
always tougher, always stronger
ask him once more

sure you can get out now
sneak out though
don’t turn around now

while we hang out, sit in
talk, laugh, keep playing
no way they’ll ever get in
never old and never like that
never will they take us back

safyah let’s get out now









smoking for boredom

and here’s another glass and another smoke for you
keeping empty heads aloof
empty rooms with empty sex
how to eventually know what’s next

is that really you and me in there
a bit of fighting to be sincere 
a bit of anything we hoped for, you see
is that really you and me

and these three hundred train rides won’t change nothing 
no matter what you do, we had it coming 
whether or not it’s a fixed decision
excuse me dear I think I lost my vision 

you can read it from those blue houses and their storerooms 
ever since we started smoking for boredom 

mike keep your weak heroes and hand me your classics
about time to get past this 

while silver phones keep blinding bored faces 
why not try go places
why not shut up with the shitty chats 
wonder where my mates are at 







we’re off. we’re heading forth. get on the trains and 
they don’t stop, they go on.

we get out and everyone speaks different, walks 
different, smells different. we speak different too.
everything’s green. the walls, buildings, plants. 
they’re all green. and they all look at us. not awkward, 
just curious. and there’s stars everywhere, beaming 
away. you look up, it’s still bright but you already see 
stars everywhere, those tiny even brighter dots. they, 
too, they look at us. not awkward, just curious. what 
you up to down there. they’re colourless, but shine 
bright. just like the estates on an early summer night. 
when it’s not quite dark yet but they’ve already put on 
all their lights.

imagine we’re living here and not there. not in the 
city of a million screamers. where they have no water 
and no bright stars and no green buildings that keep 
looking. imagine we’re living here and not there.

there’s a replacement bus service for the train ride 
back. 

the wide lands.















and he says
maybe it’s time to spare a thought for me 
hear what I have to say, crack a joke, believe 

he says
if they wrong us shall we not speak, cry, stand up, and try
not believe in the brokered peace with the stinking thieves 

he goes 
it will all be fine with another drag or two 
keep your head down now and put your mind down too  

he goes 
what’s the matter with you where you going
nothing out there for you, you’ll be floating 

they say 
there’s a melody in these grey noises, rundown places, cursing voices
there’s something when you walk these streets by night, see the shatters of your early life

the strokes it made and the roles you’ve played 

the way you’re feeling proud now that you’re only 
watching your new phone always and not the telly

time to forget about the flat and the filth, about that feeling of guilt 
about feeling homeless
even if you’ve not carried on yet







rather do it in my own write
on those muddy november days I like
during the walking and the pacing
no need to chase them









high

I think one thing, think the next. feel one thing, feel the next. think one 
thing, think the next. 

laughing or not, don’t know, take part. might be funny, maybe not. 
better stop, not the same as you lot. outside talking falling flying 
hurting walking. not sure where to, round the block. kind of warm 
with these people, a coke a lad another drag from an empty fag, 
a park. every day summer no need to call, you’ll be there from the 
start. I like it sometimes, sometimes not. bit difficult just now that 
one, why’s he screaming so loud rather be cool, down and out. I think 
one thing think the next, where does it end, some regrets. not good 
here right now all so loud that one why’s he laughing out and shouts. 
need to join in the crowd don’t know how, feeling small but got to 
stand out. rather go home but parents will be around don’t want to 
stay out can’t go home now don’t want to stay out everyone at the 
park and I’m holding out. 









the lads

the lads are stupid, funny, a little warm
grey tones do have their charm 
fucking hell where you from 
something in common to hold on 

the lads don’t know where to roam
offer silent support
another kind of home  

the lads are few 
many estranged
and no one new 

the lads are many girls I know 
who I see
whom I owe

they say come round brother
no bother
hold those cans and skins
we’re here for each other 

better off

innocent promises of a life with light
echo through the top floor of the 145 

thinking all fine alright gotta pull through this one night, last time 
there’s always someone taller, better, got that pair of new shoes and that sweater 
won’t catch me cheating while I ride the s-bahn 

want some of your orange shadows, golden dreams and purple haze. naysayers, 
gobsmacked with the things I claim. but I’m better off heading off. sorry dear, 
things got rough. 













no thoughts 
been there but have gone forth
everybody looking for some start 
down now but done going hard
one laugh
chatting with the bricks time to drift gonna be lit some more of this 
your classics fit not hanging out now with 
none of these people done to please them peer pressure leaving  
beat them
full exposure while night lights start preaching  
drunk loners feel their lives a-fleeting
hear the drums come creeping 
just one beat too soon this evening 
shit what are you doing to him 
hold on a minute quit the sleeping
grim venom turning vicious while they’re bleeding 
nothing for free down here welcome to see them 
stop believing 
be leaving
full freedom 
this evening 

just another cheeky fuck trying to beat him 
without something to believe in 
whether it’s crooked or appalling 
standing is better than falling



















who’s saying you can’t do that 
want that
claim that

metro line underground station keep your doors open 
here we’re at
same old track

to get out of this town
out of the grey, the frail, the freeze 
it’s not working for me

so give me something to fly 
head off for a while
be outside for some time

my back to all of you
away from you, won’t tell neither him nor you

just like these tiny things with wings 
that take off, like that

mind forward, back closed 

I’m one of those













wondering how you’re keeping 

those pretty lines you wrote last time 
have nothing but pins and needles on their mind
and now that you’ve put on all your masks
I don’t know what more to ask









late-night train stations and stolen phones

whatever happened to mark that one night, thinking speaking walking leaving, 
watching out if they’re coming, what they’re saying, if they’re running. 
low voices grow louder, silhouettes larger. tonight next to the ubahn tracks, 
there’s something to look at. another city tale about to unfold. the plot of 
the night, story of your life. now, on whose side will you be on when they’re 
coming running talking stunning. oi, what you looking at, cut the crap. no 
piss-take at this stage. bit of messing about, that’s all. bit of this and that. 
no worries right here right now, no worries at all. seven short-haired heads, 
what’s your name bruv go ahead. halfway taking the piss, halfway serious. 
better not mess around, all good all fine, keep on laughing, any time. easy 
easy, do they hear your voice cracking? blood rush between your temples. 
too many too strong. once they’re done pushing, they’ll move on. no knives 
nowhere. if just your mates were here. one of them reaches out for you, holds 
you tight, says something you don’t get, you don’t like. fuck off you fucks. just a 
laugh. they reach for the thing in your pocket and head off. not too bad. 

what’s the point 

if time passes as compressed bubbles
if you manage to run forward but every day’s a struggle
if you lose the lightness of those early days
if the magic fades

because there’s this and that bill to pay
there’s this education you should gain
there’s these three hundred needless things 
that ought to fill you up with something 

there’s this phone that keeps buzzing
and the news you keep watching 
that flat you were buying 
the new car you’ve been driving 

there’s these words you keep saying
empty from anything daring 
the chit-chat we’ve been having 
sorry I forgot to be laughing 

now been a pleasure to be here
I’m a frequent believer 
in anything human
what’s missing is you though















get off your paws and choose your own laws
have your in-laws outlawed 
funny how fast it grows dark















grey eyes, young lungs

once upon a time running through the estate
not left not right just running straight

with its blind windows and empty yards
that place where tough boys give in to their hearts

see those three lovely rude girls hanging out
rolling their smokes, rubbing their wrists, feeling of bliss

with that language we speak but you don’t know
with those little games we play all night through 

with all the fighting and all the fuss
at some point it’ll get the best of us 

and those grey eyes that light the way
come on now, I know a place to stay

and all those hollow people we leave behind

ubahn kids, now is our time




